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Dear Margo,

Hope everything is going well with you.

I hereby confirm that the Subilal’s thesis should be publicly accessible. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you need any further information or assistance.

Best wishes,

Hamidreza Kasaei

---

On Wed, 9 Dec 2020, 13:13 SUBILAL, <s.vattimunda.purayil@student.rug.nl> wrote:

Dear Hamid,

Can you please help me by sending your consent for making the thesis public.

Thanking you in advance.

Regards,

Subilal

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

---

From: Scriptie repository FWN, FA  
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To: SUBILAL  
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Dear Subilal,

I order to change the public accessibility of your thesis I need a written consent from your thesis supervisor. He/she can send a consentmail to this mailaddress. After I received it I cange the accessibilty.

Best wishes,

Margo van der Pluym  
UB Zernike

---

On Tue, Dec 8, 2020 at 12:32 PM SUBILAL <s.vattimunda.purayil@student.rug.nl> wrote:

Dear Sir/Madam,

Below I have mentioned details of my thesis submission to the repository of RUG. I made a mistake by selecting “Indicate whether the document should be publicly accessible: No”. I consulted with professor and he had ask me to make the work public. Can you please help me to correct the mistake while submission and make the thesis available public (“Indicate whether the document should be publicly accessible: Yes”).

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/ALGkd0yoLBGrZuhYk4gsJJ8Y6Pu7KbSA2I8j-vBoimc8CL1Hyl6q/u/0?ik=7f3089bb9d&view=pt&search=all&permth...
Thanking you in advance,

Subilal
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